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Hi, 

As a business owner of 5 continents stores  in Oregon I oppose the HB 3090 and I 

kindly request to not vote for that base on the following reasons. Being in business 

for more than 6 years I have almost 30 employees working in these locations. by 

looking at this economy crisis that is coming and I am feeling it already with all the 

inflation and all the overhead that we currently have as we all already affected by 

Covid and with all this critical situation which make my two locations that they are 

already at the edge of to be closed and if this bill pass i will lose my biggest portion of 

revenue and sale i will end up close my two location which will immediately gonna 

happen and 10 employees and landlords gonna lose the income and myself will be 

facing with lots of debt and it will definitely affect my other locations, and those 

locations will come the edge of losing as well.  

Conclusion! 

Let’s make Oregon a strong economical state not try to make it state of homeless 

people I can see every day my employees how hardly pay their bills even if they don’t 

work for week they will be homeless and as I see from last couple months everyday I 

am getting resumes people looking for a job if we add these on top of those it will 

make it worst we all know how important the jobs are here I am pretty sure none of 

the benefits the state provides them will help them better than a job , so please work 

on different solutions not banning them there is alway way but not banning I see 

Oregon is growing please don’t stop it. 


